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Penalty of Default :                                                                               

"Another issue with Murabahah is that if the client

defaults in payment of the  price at the due date,the

price cannot be changed nor can penalty fees be

charged.                                                        

In order to deal with dishonet clients who default in

payment deliberately,they should be made liable to

pay compensation to the islamic bank for the loss

suffered on account of default."(P.129)                                                                                       




   











 
 (lease) 



Penalty of late payment is given to charity :                                                        

.............The lessee may be asked to undertake that if

he fails to pay rent on its due date,he will pay

certain amount to a charity.For this purpose,the

financier/ lessor may maintain a charity fund where

such amounts may be credited and disbursed for

charitable purposes,including advancing interest-free 

loans to the needy persons. (p.156)                                      
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 shares 



"The shares of a lawful company can be sold or 

purchased on Murabahah basis because according

to the principles of lslam,the shares represent

   



ownership into assets of the company provided all

other basic conditions of the transaction are

fulfilled."(page130)                                            





"In an equity or mutual fund (unit trust)the amounts 

are invested in the shares of joint stock companies.

The profits are mainly derived through thecapital

gains by purchasing the shares and selling them

when their prices are increased.Profits are also

earned through dividends distributed by the relevant

companies."(p,210)                                                                                 










 


"......As mentioned in the books and research papers 

of lslamic jurists,companies come under the ruling

of Shirkat-ul-Ainan."(p.211)                                    
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(Chief 
 1994 Executive)


  free furnished accomodation 

 1994  79000  1993


  


  

 (Directors) 
  Behalf 

 Memorandum Of Association 


 Memorandum




"The directors are empowered by the company's 

Articles of Association to borrow or raise money or

secure payment of any sum or sums of money for

the purpose of the company's business."                     





 Memorandum 

   



"To borrow money from time to time required for 

any of the purpose of the company by receiving

advances or any sum or sums of money with or

without security upon such terms as the directors

may deem  expedient.......                                      

To issue or guarantee the issue of or the payment of

interest on the shares,debentures,debenture stock

or  other security or obligation of this company."                                                 





  
















   




 

"But if the rule of partnership is truly applied in a

company,there is no possibility for any kind of

impermissible activity or income. Because every

share-holder of a campany is a sharik(partner)of the

company,and every sharik,according to the Islamic

jurisprudence is an agent of the other partners in

the matters of joint business.Therefore,the mere

purchase of a share of a company embodies an

authorization from the share-holder to the company

to carry on its business in whatever manner the

management deems fit .I f  it  is known to the

share-holder that the company is involved in an

un-Islamic transaction,and he continues to hold the

shares of that company,it means that he has

authorized the management to proceed with that

un-Islamic transaction.In this case,he will not only

be responsible for giving his consent to an

un-Islamic transaction,but that transaction will also

be rightfully attributed to himself,because the

management of the company is working under his

tacit authorization.                                            

However a larger number  of shariah scholars say

   



that Joint Stock Company is basically different from

a simple partnership.In partnership,all the policy

decisions are taken through the consensus of all

partners,and each one of them has a vetro-power

w ith regard to  the pol icy of  the business.

Therefore,all the actions of a partnership are

rightfully attributed to each partner.Conversely,the

majority takes the policy decisions in a joint stock

large number of company.Being composed of a

share-holders,a company cannot give a vetro-power

to each share-holder.The opinions of individual

share-holders can be over-ruled by a majority

decision. Therefore,each and every action taken by

the company cannot  be at tr ibuted to every

share-holder in his individual capacity. I f a

share-holder raises an objection against a particular

transaction in an Annual General Meeting,but his

objection is over-ruled by the majority,it will not be

fair to conclude that he has given his consent to

that transaction in his individual capacity,especially

when he intends to refrain from the income

resulting from that transaction." (pp.211-212)                 
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"T heref ore , i f  a  co mpany  is  eng aged  in  a  

keeps its halal(permissible)business,but also

s u r p l u s  m o n e y  i n  a n  i n t e r e s t - b e a r i n g

account,wherefrom a small incidental income of

interest is received,it does not render all the

business of the company unlawful.Now if a person

acquires the shares of such a company with clear

intention that he w ill oppose this incidental

transaction also,and will not use that proportion of

the dividend for his own benefit,then it cannot be

said that he has approved the transaction of interest

and hence that transaction should not be attributed

to him.                                                         

....if a very small amount of income is earned

t h r o u g h  t h e s e  m e a n s  d e s p i t e  o f  h i s

disapproval,then his trade in shares would be

permissible with the condition that,he shall have to

purify that proportion of income by giving it  to

   



raised as to what charity.Now a question could be

extent  or w hat  l imit  that  income w ould be

forgone.------It was resolved through the consensus

of proficient Shariah Scholars that the limit of

impermissible income should not exceed 5% of the

total income."(lslamic Banking pp.212-213)                   



















 (fixed assets) 







   




"......such companies sometimes borrow money 

from financial institutions that are mostly based on

interest.Here again the afore-mentioned principle

applies i.e. if a share-holder is not personally

agreeable to such borrow ings,but  has been

overruled by the majority ,these borrow ing

transactions cannot be attributed to him."                                                             
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"An agency agreement is signed by both parties  in

which the institution appoints the client as his agent

for purchasing the commodity on its behalf.                                                                

The client purchases the commmodity on behalf of

the institution and takes possession as the agent of

the institution.                                                

The client informs the institution that he has

purchased the commodity and simultaneously

makes an offer to purchase it from the institution."

(Islamic Banking:p.127)                                         
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(On the Basis of Daily Products)  4



"Many financial institutions finance the working

capital of an enterprise by opening a running

   



account for them from where the clients draw

different amounts at different intervals,but at the

same time,they keep returning their surplus

amounts.Thus the process of debit and credit goes

on upto the date of maturity,and the interest is

calculated on the basis of daily products.Can such

an arrangement be possible under the musharakah

or  mudarabah  modes of  f inancing( Is lamic

Banking.p:177)                                                  

If such an arrangement is agreed upon between the

parties,it does not seem to violate any basic

principle of the musharakah.------practically,it means

that the parties have agreed to the principle that the

profit  accrued to the musharakah portfolio at the

end of  the term will be divided based on the

average capital utilized per day,which will lead to

the average of the  profit per rupee per day will be

multiplied  by the number of days each invester has

put his money into the business,which w ill

determine his profit entitlement on daily product 

basis."(Islamic Banking p:178)                                        








   















  


"But the proposed running account of musharakah

where the partners are coming in and going out

every day,nobody has undertaken to contribute any

specific amouut. Therefore the capital contributed

by each partner is unknown at the time of entering

into Musharakah w hich should  render the

Musharakah invalid.                                             

The answer to the above objection is that the

classical scholars of Islamic Fiqh have different

views about whether it is necessary for a valid

Musharakah that the capital is pre-known to the

partners.The Hanafi Scholars are unaminous on the

point that it is not a pre-condition.Al-kasani, the

famous Hanafi jurist writes :                                   

   



''According to our Hanafi school,it is not a condition

for the validity of Musharakah that the amount of

capital is known,while it is a condition according to

Imam Shafi.Our argument is that Jahalah(uncertainty)in 

itself does not render a contract invalid, unless it

leads to disputes.And the uncertainty in the capital

at the time of Musharakah does not lead to

disputes,because it is generally known when the

c o m m o d i t i e s  a r e  p u r c h a s e d  f o r  t h e

Musharakah,therefore it does not lead to uncertainty

in the profit  at the time of distribution."(lslamic

Banking:pp.179-180)                                             
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 (Basis of daily products) 



 (Basis of daily products) 


   



"Some contemporary scholars do not allow this

method of calculating profits on the ground that it is

just a conjectural method,which does not reflect the

actual profits really earned by a partner of the

Musharakah. Because the business may have

earned huge prof its during a period when a

particular investor had no money invested in the

business at all or had a very  insignificant amount

investsd,still,he will be treated at par with other

investors who had huge amounts invested in the

business during that  period.Conversely,the

business may have suffered a great loss during a

period when a particular investor had huge amounts

invested in it.Still,he will pass on some of his loss to

other investor who had no investment in that period

or their size of investment was insignificant."                     
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"This argument can be refuted on the ground that it

is not necessary in a Musharakah that a partner

should earn profit on his own money only.Once a

Musharakah pool comes into existence all the

participants,regardless of whether their  money is or

is not utilized in a particular transaction earn the

profits accruing to the joint pool.This is particularly

true of the Hanafi school,which does not deem it

necessary for a valid  Musharakah that the monetary

contribution of the partners are mixed up together."

(lslamic Banking:p178)                                          
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"In the proposed system,all the partners are treated

at par.The profit of each partner is calculated on the

basis of the period for which his money remained in

the joint pool.There is no doubt that the aggregate

profits accrued to the pool is generated by the joint

utilization of different amounts contributed by the

participants at different times.Therefore,if all of

them agree with mutual consent to distribute the

profits on daily products basis,  there is no

i n j u n c t i o n  o f  s h a r i a h  w h i c h  m a k e s  i t

  



impermissible,rather it is covered under the general

given by the Holy Prophet  guidelines in

his famous hadith,as follows:"Muslims are bound

by their mutual agreements unless they hold a

permissible thing as prohibited or a prohibited thing

as permissible."                                                











  


" If distribution on daily products basis is not

accepted,it will mean that no partner can draw any

amount nor can he inject new amounts to the joint

pool. Similarly,no body will be able to subscribe to

the joint pool except at the paticular dates of the

commencement of a new term.This arrangement is

totally impracticable on the deposit side of the

banks and financial institutions where the accounts

   



are debited and credited by the depositors many

times a day.The rejection of the concept of the  daily

products will compel them to wait for months before

they deposit their surplus money in a profitable

account. This will hinder the utilization of savings

for development of industry and trade,and will keep

the wheel of financial activities jammed for long

periods.There is no other solution for this problem

except to apply the method of daily products for the

calculation of profits,and since there is no specific

injunction of Shariah against it,there is no reason

why this method should not be adopted."                                                              
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" If the leased property is insured under the lslamic

mode of Takaful,it should be at the expense of the

lessor and not at the expense of the lessee,as is

generally provided in the agreements of the current

financial leases."(Islamic Banking:p.158)                                            
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 (Bill of Exchange) 
 Bill of Exchange 


" The exporter with the bill of exchange can appoint

the bank as his agent to collect receivable on his

behalf.The bank can charge a fee for this service

and can provide interest fee loan to the exporter

which is equal to the amount of the bill,and the

exporter will give his consent to the bank that it can

keep the amount received from the bill as a payment

of the loan.                                                    

Here two processes are separated and  thus two

agreements will be made.One will authorize the

bank to collect the loan on his behalf as an agent,for

which he will charge a particular fee. The second

agreement will provide interest free loan to the

exporter,and authorize the bank for keeping the

amount received through bill as a payment for loan.                                                                             

            These agreements are correct and allowed according                 

to Shariah because collecting fee for service and

giving interest free loan is permissible." (Islamic

Banking:pp198/199)                                              
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